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An Official Bi–Annual Newsletter  Volume– I, Odd Semester 

 To establish an outstanding center of regional and national reputation for providing a quality engineering education to the 

students from the all over the country, excellent research and services to the professional and the community, to produce 

quality civil engineers, and to employ principles of continual quality improvement to enhance its programme and faculty.  

 To serve the society and the country by providing a broad and high quality education to its students for a successful   

professional career. 

 To conduct a strong basic and applied research for national  needs. 

 To serve the construction industry, civil engineering profession and rural community through dissemination of    

knowledge and technical services.  

I am glad to learn that Civil Engineering Department of “Poornima College of Engineering” is going to pub-

lish the next issue of  “POORNIMA GREEN GLOBE”. Such newsletters provide an appropriate medium of 

sharing information and creative skills of students and faculty on relevant issues. 

Engineers are the backbone of all growth and development process of humankind. Through logical and scien-

tific temper, engineers visualize the needs and provide practical feasible solutions to tackle  

problems within given constrains of time and cost in an efficient and effective manner.  They should try to 

explore the best that exists and innovate to make it better and when it does not exist, design and develop it.  It 

is a matter of satisfaction to find a significant number of achievers among our Faculty, Staff and Students.  I 

hope that this number will further grow in the years to come. 

I congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this newsletter and wish the students a grand success in 

their endeavors. 

                              Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan!! 

                                       Jai Hind !  

I am delighted to know that the Department of Civil Engineering of “Poornima College of Engineering” is 

enlightening its students of all the happenings in a nut-shell through their Odd Semester newsletter 

“Poornima College of Engineering” for  the session 2016-2017. 

Apart from having technical knowledge, an employable engineering graduate is supposed to possess  

various interpersonal skills like aptitude, leadership, problem solving, management of resources, English 

communication, creativity and innovations etc. With the focus on strengthening communication skills this 

year, the language classroom assumes great significance here wherein modern pedagogical methods and tech-

nological resources can be utilized in complementing one another by teachers to train students to learn and 

master English language. I hope that this newsletter will provide a platform to language as well as  

engineering subject teachers and students for meaningful discussions and deliberations on the strategies to 

empower the Language of English. I wish faculty and staff members of the department all the success and pray for their achieve-

ments in incorporating these attributes in their students to make them able to compete against the best in the world. 

                                   Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan!! 

                                       Jai Hind !   

The quality of life cannot be raised, unless we raise the texture of our thoughts and the depth of our 

understanding. 
I am glad to convey my message through this newsletter “POORNIMA GREEN GLOBE” on the occasion 

of very special day of Kalanidi 1st Oct. 2016, to all faculties, staff and students of Department of  

Civil Engineering. 
Dear Students, have courage to do something new and innovative. Doing something new & innovative re-

quires setting a defined goal. If you set a goal for yourself, you automatically get accustomed to bear the 

pains with a view to achieve it. If you are sincere and determined, every step that you take forward gives you 

a lot of satisfaction and you enjoy every bit of your action. 

You simply have to remain aware of the fact that life is like a roller coaster and it has its ups and downs. Do 

not get too much elated when you succeed in your efforts and do not get disheartened, if success eludes you at some juncture. Just 

enjoy both the situations, showing resilience of spirit and make necessary changes in your strategy whenever required. Have cour-

age to carry on with your efforts despite of some negative setback. 

A quotation for all my budding technocrats ….. 

 “Cheerfulness and contentment are great beautifiers and are famous preservers of youthful looks.” 

Till next newsletter all the best! 

  Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan!! 

                                       Jai Hind !    

DR. OM PRAKASH SHARMA 

DIRECTOR, 

POORNIMA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

ADVISOR 

COORDINATOR 

FACULTY COORDINATOR 

STUDENT COORDINATOR 

Mrs. ASHA KUMAWAT 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

DR. S. M. SETH 

 CHAIRMAN, POORNIMA FOUNDATION,  

CHAIRPERSON, POORNIMA UNIVERSITY 

(FORMER DIRECTOR, NIH, ROORKEE)  



 

 

 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOs) 

 To develop understanding of the graduates in civil engineering so as to apply their knowledge in real life scenarios related to civil engi-

neering. 

 To make the graduates acquainted with numerical modelling and software that are used in industries. 

 To make them comfortable with the coding i.e. MATLAB, C++ so as to make them skilled for MNC’s like Bentley, Swiss Re.  

 To give them exposures for other off-track branches of civil engineering like Ocean and Coastal Engineering. 

 To make graduates conceptually strong so that they can compete well in National Entrance exams like GATE, IES. 

 Graduates will be acting engaged in a professional career as a civil engineer or pursuing advance study. 

 To train students in a manner that they should function effectively in the multicultural and multitasking teams for the sustainable develop-

ment. 

 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES(POs) 

 Strong foundation in core civil engineering both theoretical and practical concepts. 

 Ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering to real life problem solving. 

 Ability to design and conduct experiments, analyze and interpret the data results so as to enhance the skills and to get the insight 

knowledge of the field. 

 Ability to function effectively within teams, 

 Understanding of professional ethical responsibility, 

 Ability to communicate effectively both in writing and oral, 

 Understanding the impact of civil engineering application in societal and human context, 

 Ability to engage in lifelong learning. 

 An ability to work for the infrastructural development to pursue teaching, research and development activities and to work effectively in a 
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I am happy to note that Civil Engineering Department of Poornima College of Engineering bringing out the newsletter 

“POORNIMA GREEN GLOBE”. The depar tmental newsletter  is a platform to showcase all the reflection of the new in-

novation, activity, and latest quality/research information. It helps in keeping the students in cherished possession. This accom-

plishment would not have been manageable without the dedication of entire faculty members.  To experience true success person 

need to work hard continuously in planned manner. I am extremely delighted by the efforts put in by everyone from the depart-

ment for bringing out this news letter. I congratulate the department for esteem pub-

lication.  MR. RAJESH KUMAR VARSHNEY 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT (CIVIL) 

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT 

Civil Engineering is the application of physical and scientific principles, and its history is intricately linked to advances in understanding of physics 

and mathematics throughout history. Because civil engineering is a wide ranging profession, including several separate specialized sub-disciplines, 

its history is linked to knowledge of structures, geology, soils, fluid mechanics, environment, mechanics and other fields. The course cover basic 

sciences, Mathematics, along with the fundamental Engineering principles of construction materials, Building Drawing and Laboratory classes in 

testing of materials help to understand Civil Engineering in a practical way. Software packages like AutoCAD, STAAD Pro allows our students to 

expand their skills and provide an adequate platform to perform analysis, design and drawing for a wide range of civil Engineering buildings and 

other heavy structures viz. Roads, bridges, flyovers, dams, etc. Every semester students will be taken for Industrial Visits to various Construction 

sites and water Treatment Plant, Dams and places of interest to impart Practical Knowledge. In addition, the students have to undergo practical 

Training in core industries to gain practical experience and technical skills. The students are also encouraged to give seminars and presentations on 

current areas of research, to acquire higher degree of engineering skills and to translate brilliant ideas into a working reality. 

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” 
                                                                                                                                        -Albert Einstein 



 

 

BACKBONE OF THE DEPARTMENT 

MR. RAJESH KUMAR VARSHNEY MS. PRIYANKA SHARDA  MR. GAJENDRA SINGH PARMAR 

MRS. ASHA KUMAWAT MR. SHANKAR PRASAD MISHRA MS. SURBHI VERMA   

MS. BHARTI JOSHI  MR. HIMANSHU BHARDWAJ  MR. MUKESH KUMAR 

MR. MOHD. TARIQUE  MS. SHRUTI BHARGAVA  MR. HEMRAJ SAINI  
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EVENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT 

1. 
Dr. Om Prakesh Sharma (Director , PCE) addressed and motivated 3rd &4th year students dur ing Orientation Program on 18th July 

& 20th July 2016 r espectively. 

2. 

70th Independence Day was celebrated on 15th August-2016 at Arbuda Convention Center, PIET with an active par ticipation of faculty 

members and students. The faculty and staff members were felicitated for their contribution and efforts in academic under faculty and staff 

felicitation program and students presented a group song. 

3. 
Students of second year visited “Baghwan Mahavir Viklang Sahayak Samiti” on 20th August 2016 with Mrs. Asha Kumawat & Mr. Mohd. 

Tarique. 

4. 
Teachers’ Day was celebrated as a two hours activity along with regular  classes on 5th September 2016. On this occasion students or -

ganized a quiz, presented a documentary and cultural activity along with refreshment for the faculty members. 

5. Special classes are conducted for the Diploma students of the specific subject by the faculty members. 

6. 
Classes for online certified course of Indian Institute of Remote Sensing (IIRS) on “Remote Sensing” are arranged for the students by Mr. Ra-

jesh Kumar Varshney under  the guidance of Dr. Om Prakash Sharma. 

7. 
GATE classes are conducted for the 3rd & 4th year students by the exper ienced faculty member s of Civil Engineer ing department, coordi-

nated by Ms. Priyanka Sharda 

8. 
In the Annual fest (Aarohan 2016), cultural events were coordinated by Ms. Priyanka Sharda (Group Advisor), Mr. Gajendra Singh Parmar 

(Event Advisor), & Ms. Shruti Bhargava (Event Coordinator ) and around 160 students par ticipated in that fest. 

9. On 27th August 2016, Ms. Priyanka Sharda along with students, participated in Tree Plantation activity performed under WISE Club. 

10. On 10th September 2016, Mrs. Asha Kumawat was invited as a Judge in Cultural Activity (Antakshari) during Aarohan 2016. 

11. Engineers Day was celebrated as a two hours activity along with regular  classes on 15th September 2016.   

12. 
4 students of depar tment par ticipated in Debate Competition (Manthan), held at Arbuda Convention Center , PIET on 14 th September 

2016. 

13. 
On 24th September 2016, Mr. Pratik Sandhya  (Alumni) pursuing his M Tech in “Renewable Energy Resources” from MNIT, interacted with  

II-Year students. 

14. 
On 27th September 2016, an Industrial Visit was organized for II-Year students  at “Sewage Treatment Plant”, Dehlawas, Pratap nagar, Jaipur 

by Mr. Gajendra Singh Parmar. 

15. 30 students from the depar tment par ticipated in seminar  conducted under  IGBC, held at CG-05, PCE on 29th September 2016. 
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        FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS AND PARTICIPATIONS 

1. 
On 10th August, 2016, a seminar of STAAD PRO on Truss Structures & Seismic Analysis was conducted by Mr. Prabhat Bhatt, Academic   

2. 
On 17th August, 2016, a seminar was conducted on Soft Skill Learning by Mr. Rajesh Kumar Varshney for the students of Civil Engineering    

3. 
On 24th August, 2016, a motivational lecture on “How to Prepare for IES, GATE AND PSU’s” by Mr. Erfan Khan CEO (Engineer’s zone) for 

4. On 25th August, 2016 a SPL was taken by Mr. Ashutosh Kumar on the topic “Shear Stresses” for the  2nd year students.  

5. 
On 15th September, 2016, a seminar was organized on “Upcoming Trends In Construction and Sustainability in Construction and Civil Engi-

neering ”in association with ASHRAE by Mrs. Asha Kumawat under  the guidance of Mr. Rajesh Varshney. 

6. GATE Classes are going on for  the 3rd & 4th year students to crack the target of selection.  

7. 
Special lectures subjects SOM, MATHEMATICS, FM are being taken by Mrs. Asha Kumawat, Mrs. Shilpi Jain & Ms. Priyanka   Sharda  for  

2nd year Diploma students. 

8. 

QEEE live courses in Bending and Stresses in Beam was conducted for  46 registered students of 2nd& 3rd year students under QEEE  

phase VI. The classes were conducted by Prof. Abhijeet Sarkar-IITM dur ing three sessions held on 16th, 19th & 23rd August, 2016 with 

coordination of Mrs. Asha Kumawat.  

ACTIVITES OF THE DEPARTMENT 

Department welcomes Mr. Rajesh Kr. Varshney, Mrs. Asha Kumawat, Ms. Priyanka Sharda, Mr. Gajendra Singh Parmar and Ms. Surbhi Verma. 

1. On 18th July, 2016, Mrs. Asha Kumawat presented a paper in national conference entitled “Skill Development in India: Education,           

Research, Entrepreneurship & Innovations ” at JJT University, Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan. 

2. Ms. Priyanka Sharda delivered a presentation on “Smart Cities” in national conference along with Udit Gupta (3rd year) student of Civil    

3. A paper on “Analysing the Effect of Cracks on Natural Frequency & Vibrations in Cantilever Beam by FEM & FFT” , by Mrs. Asha   Ku-

mawat , selected in International Journal of Innovative Research in Science, Engineer ing & Technology, Volume-5, Issue-6, with ISSN 

No. 2347-6710. 

4. Mrs. Asha Kumawat authored a reference book entitled “Significance of Material Science & Metallurgy”, will publish with Scientific  

5. A paper on “Urban Flood Modelling using Hecras – Case Study on Shipra Water Shed” by Ms. Priyanka Sharda, selected in Journal of Fluid 

Water Association. 

6. M.E. thesis on “Vibration Analysis of Crack Cantilever Beam with Suitable Boundary Conditions” by Mrs.Asha Kumawat is published in 

Lambert Academic Publishing Germany with ISSN No. 978-3-659-76961-0. 

7. In May 2016, Mr. Shankar Prasad Mishra presented a paper entitled “Utilization of GGBS & Fly Ash to Make Green Concrete” in SSRG. 

8. Mr. Rajesh Kumar Varshney authored a text book entitled “Environmental Engineering”, will publish by Ashiwad Publication in June 

2017. 

9. A paper published by Mrs. Ahsa Kumawat entitled “Medical Applications of Sahpe Memory Alloys” volume 6, issue 3, with ISSN no. 2250-

1371 in International Journal of Engineering Science & Computing (IJESC). 

10. Ms. Bharti Joshi awarded with Cash Pr ize and Cer tificate in Faculty Incentive Program on 15 th August, 2016 for 98.6 % result in subject 

Water Resources Engineering-I (2015-2016 Batch). 

11. Mr. Shankar Prashad Mishra awarded with Cash Pr ize and Cer tificate in Faculty Incentive Program on 15 th August, 2016 for 78%  

result in subject Fluid Mechanics (2015-2016 Batch). 

12. On 1st April, 2016, Ms. Bharti Joshi presented a paper in national conference entitled “Advances in Civil Engineering” at PGI, J aipur ,       

Rajasthan. 
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ACHIEVERS OF THE DEPARTMENT 

NAME SEM. PERCENTAGE 

YASHWANT RAJ PANWAR VI 83.70% 

PANKAJ KUMAR VI 82.10% 

RAVI RANJAN SONI VI 79.50% 

PRATIK SANADHYA VI 78.60% 

VIVEK SHARMA VI 78.20% 

STUDENT TOPPERS 

NAME YEAR PERCENTAGE 

AMIT YADAV IV 98% 

UDIT GUPTA III 91% 

RAM PRASAD DHAKAR III 91% 

PRITESH AGARWAL II 98% 

BEST ATTENDANCE 

“A creative man is motivated by 

the desire to achieve, not by 

the desire to beat others” 

S No. NAME 

1. DIGVIJAY SINGH 

2. PRATIK SANADHYA 

3. YASHWANT PAWAR 

4. SHAHIL KUMAR 

5. PAWAN TANEJA 

6. VIVEK RAJ 

 S No. NAME 

7. GAURAV BETALA 

8. SANDEEP KHAPRA 

9. NARDEV SINGH 

10. PANKAJ CHOUDHARY 

11. ABHISHEK KUMAR 

GATE QUALIFIED STUDENTS (2016 Batch) 

Mr. Rajesh Kumar Varshney’s    

textbook is being published.  



 

 

“Scientists discover the word that exists, 

Engineers create the world that never was.” 
                         - Theodore Von Karman 
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STUDENTS’ NON SYLLABUS PROJECTS 

S. No. Name of Students Year Title 

1. 

UDIT GUPTA 

IV 
ULTRA MODERN SMART 

CITY 

SHASHANK RAJ OMKAR 

CHIRAG GARG 

SAURAV KUMAR 

ADITYA SHRIVASTAV 

ADITYA RANJAN SINGH 

SAFIQUE ALAM  

2. 

ANKIT GARG 

IV  ROPE WAY           

ANUKALP MATHUR 

APURVA BHATIYA 

DEEPAK JAIN 

RAM PRASAD DHAKER 

AYUSH KUMAR 

3. 

ADITYA SINGH CHAUHAN  

IV  SUSPENSION BRIDGE  

AJAY PAL SINGH 

AMARDIP MEENA 

DIGVIJAY MEENA 

ASHISH MEENA 

LOKENDRA SINGH 

4. 

SHUBHAM  

IV  RURAL WATER SUPPLY  

SHAILENDRA ROLANIYA 

KULDEEP BHASKAR 

MAHENDRA SAINI 

NITISH KUMAR 

5. 

SHIVANI  

IV  
WASTE WATER TREAT-

MENT PLANT 

MH JUNED 

ANKITA  

RINI 

VISHNU 

RAVI RAJ PRAJAPTI 

6. 

VAIBHAV  

IV 

STUDY AND USE OF 

WASTE WATER FROM 

WTP 

BHUMIKA 

LAVISHA 

SHWETA 

NIKHIL 

KHYATI 

 7. 

JAIDEEP KHATARI 

IV   
EIFFEL TOWER DESIGN 

(MODEL)  

AMAN BHANDARI 

ANKIT KEDIA 

YASH  BARGOTYA 

SHUBHAM GARG 

VASIM AKRAM  

8. 

POOJA MEENA 

IV 
TRAFFIC REDUCING 

FLYOVER  

KALPNA KHOLWAR 

MONA 

PRUSHTOM KUMAR 

VIKASH JANGID 

RAJNISH KESHRI 

9. 

SHUBHARTH CHAUHAN 

IV  FOOTBALL STADIUM 

ASHISH SHEORAN 

RISHABH SHARMA 

SANDEEP NEHRA 

RAVIRAJ PRAJAPATI 

VISHNU SHARMA 

10. 

MAHESH KUMAR SAIN  

IV   CHENAB RIVER BRIDGE 

RAJAT SINGH TANWAR 

MRIDUL RAJAWAT  

KESHAV  SINGH BHATI 

JITENDRA MEENA 

ADITI BANSAL 

II   ROTATING STAGE 11. AJAY KUMAR 

NISHANT JANGID 

S. No. Name of Students Year Title 

12. 

JAIWARDHAN SINGH DEORA 

II SOLAR CITY 

KAMLESH GAURANA 

MANOJ BORANA 

RAHUL KUMAR 

DIVYA BHARDWAJ 

SHUBHAM AGRAWAL 

13.  

DUSYANT SINGH RATHOR 

II AUTOMATIC CAR PARKING 
BHARTI 

BHUMIKA JAIN 

SAURABH SAMRIYA 

14. 

PRAGYA NAGAR 

II SMART CITY 
SURAJPAL SINGH 

PRITESH AGRAWAL 

VIJAY SINGH MEENA 

15. 

SHAILENDRA KUMAWAT 

II WORLD TRADE PARK SHIVANGI VERMA 

BHARAT GURJAR 

16. 

HARIOM SONI 

III 
RAIN WATER HARVEST-

ING(WORKING) 

KULDEEP BHASKAR 

ASHISH BAGADHIYA 

GOVIND BERVA 

17. 

RISHABH SHARMA 

III 

REDUCING ELECTRICI-

TY CONSUMPTION BY 

USING SOLAR PANNELS 

ASHISH SHEORM 

SHUBHAM SINGH 

18. 

NIKHIL SHARMA 

III 
SUSTAINBLE 

TRANSPORT SYSTEM   

YASH BAGATYA 

LAVISHA KUMAWAT 

SHEWTA MEENA 

KHYATI SETHI 

VAIBHAV AGARWAL 

19. 

UDIT GUPTA 

III  
UNDER WATER HIGH-

WAY  

SHASHANK ROJ ONKAR 

CHIRAG GARG 

ADITYA RANJAN SINGH 

SAURABH KUMAR 

20. 

BHUMIKA MANDAWAT 

III 
VERMICOMPOSTING 

TANK 

DEEPAK JAIN 

ANKIT GARG 

ANKITA 

ANUKALP MATHUR 

21. 

RINI SHARMA 

III   ZERO CARBON CITY 

SHIVANI SHARMA 

SHUBHAM GARG 

RAVI PRAJAPATI 

MD. SAFIQUE ALAM 

22. 

JAIDEEP KHATRI 

III  ACCOUSTIC BUILDING  

AMAN BHANDARI 

KRISHNA VAISHNAV 

APURV BHATIA 

VISHNU SHARMA 



 

 

 

 “Winners of awards on Annual Day– Kalanidhi-2015”  

BEST PROJECT FOR SESSION 2015-16  

(B.TECH. III YEAR) 

PIONEERS OF THE DEPARTMENT 
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES 

NAME PROJECT TITLE CASH PRIZE 

AMAN BANDIL 

SEWAGE TREATMENT 

PLANT 
Rs. 2100/- 

ANKIT JAIN 

HIMANSHU AGGARWAL 

GAURAV GUPTA 

HIMANSHU GARG 

NISHNAT AGGARWAL 

MONALISA JENA 

ASHUTOSH SHARMA 

NAME PROJECT TITLE CASH PRIZE 

PRAKASH KUMAR SOLANKI 

BRIDGE Rs. 2100/- 
SURAJPAL SINGH DEORA 

SANJAY SINGH SIRADHANA 

VIKASH KUMAR JANGIR 

BEST NON-SYLLABUS PROJECT FOR SESSION 2015-2016 

(B.TECH. I YEAR)  

Mr. Yashwant Raj Pawar (2012-16) for his excellence performance 

in academics awarded with Gold Medal, Certificate & Cash Prize 

Mr. Sharad Kumawat (2013-17) for his excellence performance in 

academics (Branch Topper) awarded with Silver Medal, Certifi-

Ms. Khyati Sethi (2014-18) for her excellence performance in aca-

demics (Ist-Year Topper) awarded with Silver Medal, Certificate & 



 

 

“Have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. 

They somehow know what you truly want to become.”  
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PLACEMENTS 
Placement Record (2017-Batch) 

Name of Company Name of  Students Date of visit  Placements  

MONALISA JENA 

16thAugust, 2016 Result Awaited INDIAN NAVY 

NIMISH GAUR 

PRERIT KUMAR 

SHIVAM SHARMA 

SUBHASH PATEL 

HIMANSHU AGRAWAL 

KAVITAKUMARI BACHALYA 

DEEPAK GEHLOT 

Their “Homecoming“, a boon for our students 

Poornima Alumni Association has been functioning to maintain the alumni relations of Poornima amongst the 

passed out students. To maintain a strong alumni association & connection, it is essential to create a platform where all 

the alumnus as well as present students can get information & happenings about their college & establish a better net-

“Skilled professional is better than educated  

professional for development” 

Session by Alumni 

Mr. Pratik Sandhya (CE-2016 Batch) is presently pur suing    M Tech in 

Renewable Energy Resources at MNIT. He interacted with the students of II-

Year on 25th September 2016 and shared his knowledge about new technol-

ogies, also motivated them to be aware of the present technologies  in the field 

Name of Company Name of  Students Date of visit  Placements  

PINACLE 

 INFOTECH  

SOLUTIONS 

HARISH KUMAR 

25th September 2016 Result Awaited 

NIMISH GAUR 

PRAKHAR TANEJA 

RAJAT KUMAR YADAV 

SUBHASH PATEL 
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STUDENT’S ACHIEVEMENTS 

Guide to Home Water Efficiency 
A water-efficient home helps you minimize your water use, harness water for reuse, conserve energy, and save money.  

Why Water Efficiency?  

Improving water efficiency in the home can decrease your water usage and save you money. Water heating can account for nearly a quarter of the 

energy consumed in your home. Meanwhile, toilets can account for almost a third of an average home’s indoor water consumption. You can take 

steps to conserve water without sacrificing conveniences by fixing leaky toilets, installing low-flow showerheads, and reusing water.  

Ways to Save Water and Energy  

ENERGY STAR qualified appliances meet criteria established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and use much less water than con-

ven-tional appliances. Washing machines that meet ENERGY STAR criteria use 30% less water and consume half as much energy as convention-

al washers. A washing machine that does not qualify for an ENERGY STAR rating can use 17 more gallons of water with every load of laundry. 

This equates to the amount of water used in a typical shower. Dishwashers that qualify for the ENERGY STAR label use 18% less water and 10% 

less energy than conventional machines.  

Use Greywater  
Any hot water that goes down the drain carries energy with it in the form of heat. That means 80% to 90% of the energy used to heat water in your 

home is wasted as it flows down the drain. Drain-water (or greywater) heat recovery systems solve this problem by capturing the energy and using 

it to preheat cold water entering the water heater or going to other water fixtures. This lets your water heater heat more water, and allows you to 

lower your water heater’s temperature. Such drain-water heat recovery systems cost between $300 and $500 and have a two-and-a-half to seven-

year payback time.  

Greywater systems allow you to reuse up to 60% of your household water for purposes of irrigating your lawn and flushing toilets. Even if grey-

water is not currently allowed where you live, you can build a diverter system that will make it much easier–and cheaper–to install a full system in 

the future.  

Develop Efficient Lawn and Garden Management Practices  
A typical family of four uses roughly 30% of its water on maintaining the yard. Cultivate efficient lawn and garden management practices by: 

 Applying a layer of mulch between one and three inches thick around trees and other plants to reduce evaporation and reduce the need for 

watering. 

 Harvesting rainwater by collecting rainfall in barrels or cisterns to maintain the landscape. You can collect rainwater from your roof by con-

necting your downspout directly into a barrel. This technique is sometimes called “rain scaping” and can also help alleviate storm water runoff 

and erosion.  

 Watering your lawn wisely to save water and effort. If the grass springs back up after being stepped on, it does not need watering. Turn off 

automatic sprinklers when it rains, or invest in a “smart” irrigation system to apply the necessary amount of water to maintain healthy growing 

conditions. 

 Incorporating xeriscaping, by de-signing a landscape that conserves energy and water, especially in arid climates. You can do this by limit-ing 

turf areas, irrigating efficiently, using mulches, and selecting native and zone-appropriate plants based on the regional climate. 

Mr. Pratik Sanadhya 

Pursuing: M Tech (MNIT) 

Batch: (2012-2016) 



 

 

What Can You Do With Civil Engineering Degree ? 
 

Civil engineers are employed primarily by government departments, utilities, architectural firms, builders, and engineering firms. 

There are also career options available in education and consulting. Civil engineering is far from your average desk job. Engineers 

are often on the move, working outdoors at construction sites, sometimes in offices, and sometimes in research labs. 

Civil engineers work in all parts of the country, and some spend their entire careers travelling and working on different projects. About half of civil engi-

neers work for public authorities. In the private sector, civil engineers can work not only for traditional engineering firms, but also for telecommunication 

businesses, consulting firms, or even toy and athletic equipment manufacturers. A variety of engineering specialties are open to qualified graduates: 

 Structural engineers work with architects and builders to assure that steel and other material used in construction projects exceeds the needs of a 

given project. With advances in technology and an abundance of creative new building materials, today's structural engineers work on a wider varie-

ty of projects than ever before. 

 Geo-technical engineers help builders excavate underground projects and work with experts who manage challenging land renewal projects. When 

cities want to expand their underground mass transit systems, they call in geo-technical engineers to oversee the tunnelling. As more developers erect 

skyscrapers and other large buildings in urban centres, geo-technical engineers assure that the bedrock can safely sustain the pressure of new struc-

tures and the people they will support. 

 Hydraulic Water Resource engineers redirect water to benefit residents and businesses in a community. They construct canals to speed up ship-

ping while preserving the natural flow of wild fish through a region, and build dams that generate vital electricity while opening up potential new 

parcels of land for development. Some hydraulic engineers design pipelines that safely transfer fresh water to remote areas, allowing new communi-

ties to thrive. 

 Environmental engineers are in astonishingly high demand as developed countries finally address the climate change crisis. Environmental engi-

neers work closely with business leaders and government officials to institute new air pollution standards that reduce harmful emissions from facto-

ries without negatively impacting industrial output. 

 Construction managers use their engineering and leadership skills to ensure that building projects are completed on time and under budget. Con-

struction managers must coordinate the efforts of teams of engineers and labourers to meet tight production schedules. They are often the most visi-

ble hub of connection between architects, developers, and construction specialists. 

 Government and urban planning engineers often use a combination of skills and specialties to coordinate public works and private construction in 

their communities. Traditionally, government planning engineers forged relationships with state agencies that would provide funding or construction 

of major projects. 

More recently, local governments across the country have strengthened their internal planning systems and hired more engineers. By creating comprehensive 

and development plans as part of their long-range strategies, cities and towns can position themselves to benefit from explosive growth without succumbing 

to overwhelming demands on water systems or roads. When residents manage engineering issues internally, they retain more control over the shape and the 

scope of development in their communities 
Mrs. Asha Kumawat 

Assistant Professor 
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FACULTY CORNER 

Adaptation Strategies to Reduce Urban Flooding 
Over half of the people worldwide now live in cities and the percentage is expected to reach eighty by 2050. It has 

caused the shortage of natural resources and has created stresses in the already stressed out urban ecosystem. As 

the impervious urban surfaces are expanding, croplands, pastures, wilderness, and forests has been displaced by 

dwellings, office structures, streets, highways, and industrial and commercial establishments. Significant land use 

modifications have converted the natural landscape to urban setting having disastrous consequences for urban eco-

systems. Impervious surfaces have altered the hydrological nature of surface runoffs, faster runoff concentration 

and high peak flow rate, while the drainage facility has not been upgraded correspondingly. The urban flooding is 

caused by high intensity rainfall beyond the urban storage capacity and cause disaster. The inadequate capacity in 

tightly packed urban architecture for storing precipitation makes urban area less effective in collecting run off. The 

urban flooding has endangered life, private properties and public infrastructures, eroded stream and channels, and 

contaminated streams and rivers in urban areas. Moreover, the significant shifts in climate variables projected for 

the 21st century, is likely to result in increased incidences of extreme weather events. This will includes an in-

crease in intensity and frequency of heavy precipitation events, droughts and heat. Many cities of Asia are consid-

ered highly vulnerable to climate change, exposed to impacts from sea level rise located on the coastal areas and 

prone to extreme climate events such as typhoons and cyclones and a major event that almost every city is facing is 

frequent and intense flooding. Adaptation to the projected increasingly frequent occurrence of extreme weather 

events is particularly important in cities, An integrated and interdisciplinary approach is essential in order to strate-

gically plan to increase resilience. The management of water in the urban environment can significantly modify 

hydrological impacts. It efforts to delay flows, promote infiltration, and increase opportunities for chemical and 

biological processes to take place to reduce flooding, erosion, and degraded water quality, vulnerable to changing 

climate and socioeconomic-demographic characteristics. The harvesting of rainwater can reduce both storm runoff 

and the demand for other water resources, while the re-use of so-called ‘grey water’ at a domestic scale is techni-

cally feasible, although not currently economic.  
Ms. Priyanka Sharda 

Assistant Professor 
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STUDENTS’ CORNER 

                                     ARTIFICIAL ISLAND 
An artificial island is an island con-

structed by man rather than created by 

natural means. They are Land reclama-

tion which is a process where new land 

is created from oceans, river beds and 

lake beds. The land which is reclaimed 

is called reclamation ground. 

The construction process may slightly differ for all the islands de-

pending upon the area in which they are created. It generally con-

sists of 3 main stages - 

1.Remediation of seabed 

2.Placement of seawall 

3.Fill 
Remediation of seabed consists of reforming the seabed in case 

of any problem like settlement. As mentioned earlier, the process 

is different for different islands. For example, in the artificial is-

land construction of the Kansai international airport in Osaka Ja-

pan, it was impossible to stop the settlement of the Holocene clay 

layer found in the seabed. However, the bad effects of the settle-

ment were minimized by artificially speeding up the process by 

the sand drain method. Hence the settlement process was complet-

ed in a year instead of decades. 

Placement of seawall is a process where a seawall is construct-

ed to protect the perimeter of the reclaimed area. The Seawall is 

a structure which reflects the incident wave energy back into the 

sea which helps in reducing the energy available to cause erosion.  

Fill is a mater ial with which the body of the island is com-

prised. It normally consists of sand, gravel and rock. 

In another example, the desire for a natural appearance leads to 

the construction of a massive structure without concrete and steel. 

The structure is the Palm island Jumeirah in Dubai. The problem 

that needed to be resolved was how an island made out of sand 

would remain in position speeds using a dredging ship. This pro-

cess, called the rain bowing process, rises the sand 4m above wa-

ter. 

Then the vibro-compaction technologies were used to help secure 

the sand which also resolved the problem of liquefaction, con-

structed for the confinement of the island. Breakwaters are formed 

to protect the island. Sand drains are the most effective and inex-

pensive method of construction. Hence we should try to protect it 

as possible. 
  

                                                                        Bharati 

                                                                         II-Year 

I don’t believe in “future”, because I want to make my “present” into “history”. 

SMART CONCRETE 
The world is becoming smart day by day, then why not the con-

crete?   

The answer for this question is the 

invention of smart concrete, in which 

concrete itself acts as a sensor of 

strain or stress. The sensing ability is 

not due to the embedment or attach-

ment of sensors. Rather, the concrete 

has been modified through the use of 

admixtures so that it becomes a sen-

sor. Without the admixtures, the 

sensing ability is poor. The sensing ability is associated with the 

reversible change of the electrical resistance of the concrete upon 

deformation in the elastic regime. The concept of concrete itself 

functioning as a sensor has not been put forth prior to this inno-

vation. Prior concept involves the embedding or attaching of 

conventional sensors (such as conventional strain gages). This 

mechanism involves the discontinuous carbon fiber used as an 

admixture in the smart concrete bridging micro cracks and get-

ting slightly and reversibly pulled out upon tension, thereby in-

creasing reversibly the electrical resistivity of the concrete. The 

reverse occurs upon compression. Smart concrete replaces the 

need for embedded or attached sensors, which suffer from high 

cost, low durability, limited sensing volume and, in case of em-

bedded sensors, degradation of the structural performance of the 

concrete. This innovation can be used in traffic monitoring, bor-

der monitoring, weighing in motion and building security. In 

addition, it can also be used for building facility management, 

i.e., the use of smart concrete to weigh each room of a building, 

thereby monitoring the room occupancy in real time, thereby 

allowing the lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation to be con-

trolled in accordance with the room occupancy for the purpose 

of saving energy. this can also be used for monitoring structures. 

Shubham Agrawal 

                                                                   II-Year 

“Save the Earth because it’s the only planet that has chocolate” 
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